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Abstract 

 

This paper presents a review on design and control of automated guided vehicle systems. We 

address most key related issues including guide-path design, estimating the number of 

vehicles, vehicle scheduling, idle-vehicle positioning, battery management, vehicle routing, 

and conflict resolution. We discuss and classify important models and results from key 

publications in literature on automated guided vehicle systems, including often-neglected 

areas, such as idle-vehicle positioning and battery management. In addition, we propose a 

decision framework for design and implementation of automated guided vehicle systems, and 

suggest some fruitful research directions. 

 

Keywords: Material handling system; Automated guided vehicle; Literature overview 

 

 

1 Introduction 

Material handling systems using automated guided vehicles (AGVs) are commonly used in 

facilities such as manufacturing plants, warehouses, distribution centers and terminals. Figure 

1 gives an example of such a material handling system in a distribution center of computer 

hard and software (De Koster et al., 2004), in which guided vehicles transport pallets (loads) 

between locations, e.g. from receiving lanes to storage areas, and from storage areas to 

shipping lanes. 
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Figure 1 The guided-vehicle system of a distribution center 

The performance of the material handling system directly affects the performance of the 

whole facility. Basically, the relevant issues at facilities using automated guided vehicles can 

be divided into the following main categories: guide-path design, estimating the required 

number of vehicles, vehicle scheduling, idle-vehicle positioning, battery management, 

vehicle routing and conflict resolution. These issues relate to different levels of the decision-

making process. The guide-path design problem can be seen as a problem at strategic level. 

The decision at this stage has a strong effect on decisions at other levels. Issues at tactical 

level include estimating the number of vehicles, scheduling vehicle, positioning idle vehicles 

and, managing battery-charging scheme. Finally, the vehicle routing and conflict resolution 

problems are addressed at the operational level. During the design and implementation 

process, some interactions and iterations can be seen between steps. The type of the guide-

path system directly influences the number of vehicles required and the complexity of the 

vehicle scheduling system. The scheduling system also affects the number of vehicles 

required.  

Modern AGV systems differ from the classic ones as described for instance in the books of 

Jünemann and Schmidt (2000) and Tompkins et al. (2003) in several respects. Rather than 

using fixed paths, many modern AGVs are free-ranging, which means their preferred tracks 

are software programmed, and can be changed relatively easy when new stations or flows are 

added. A second difference is in the way they can be controlled. Agent technology allows 

decisions to be taken by these smart vehicles that in the past were taken by central 

controllers. This leads to adaptive, self-learning systems and is particularly appropriate for 

large, complex systems with many vehicles and much potential vehicle interference. These 

developments do not imply that the traditional decision-making problems become obsolete. 
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Rather, they lead to new challenges for research. We both discuss the traditional AGV system 

decision-making problems and the impact of these developments on decision-making. 

There are few review papers on AGV systems. However, they concentrate on only limited 

parts of the problem (Qiu et al. (2002) focus on scheduling and routing problems) or are not 

up to date (Sinriech, 1995; Co and Tanchoco, 1991; King and Wilson, 1991). Moreover, they 

ignore some areas such as idle-vehicle positioning and battery management. This paper 

attempts to fill this gap, by giving an extended overview of existing literature, including the 

most recent contributions, and also structures the design and implementation decision process 

for AGV systems. For each area, we review and classify key decision models. In addition, a 

new classification for dispatching rules, a guideline for selecting a suitable scheduling system 

and a decision framework for design and implementation of AGV systems are proposed. We 

also consider idle-vehicle positioning and battery management problem, which many review 

papers neglect. Finally, we make suggestions for some fruitful future research directions. 

We start with an introduction to AGV systems followed by a discussion of guide-path design 

in section 2. Section 3 investigates the problem of determining the required number of single-

or multi-load vehicles. Section 4 reviews the problem of managing an AGV system including 

online and offline scheduling, vehicle dispatching, idle-vehicle positioning, battery 

management, vehicle routing and conflict resolution. In section 5, we illustrate the design and 

implementation decision process of an AGV system by a decision framework. Finally, in 

section 6 we draw conclusions and identify subjects for further research. 
 

 

2 Guide-path design 

Guide-path design is an important problem in AGV system design and is one of the very first 

problems to be considered. The guide-path depends greatly on the allocation of shop-floor 

space, layout of storage zones and the arrangement of handling stations. In most cases, the 

shop-floor space is fixed and it imposes constraints on the guide-path design problem. The 

vehicle guide-path is usually represented such that aisle intersections, pick-up and delivery 

(P/D) locations can be considered as nodes on a graph connected by a set of arcs. The arcs 

describe the paths that vehicles can follow when moving from node to node. Directed arcs 

between two nodes indicate the direction of the vehicle flow. Cost can be assigned to each arc 

representing the distance between the two end points of a segment or the time required by a 
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vehicle to travel along the arc. This representation can be seen as a network-based system that 

is useful for formulating the guide-path design problem. The guide-path system can be 

classified by the characteristics indicated in Table 1 and will be explained further in the next 

section. 

Table 1 Characteristics of guide-path systems 

Flow topology Number of parallel lanes Flow direction 

Conventional 

Single-loop 

Tandem 

Single lane 

Multiple lanes 

Unidirectional flow 

Bidirectional flow 

The first strategically important issue here is selecting the performance criteria for designing 

a guide-path system.  

 

2.1 Performance criteria 

An important question is which performance criteria are most important for the guide-path 

design problem. Beamon (1998) describes several important performance criteria for 

automated guided vehicle systems such as vehicle travel time, vehicle utilization, queue 

length, and material handling cost. The most common performance criterion in guide-path 

design is minimizing the total vehicle travel distance corresponding to a given layout and 

flows (Gaskins and Tanchoco, 1987; Kaspi and Tanchoco, 1990). Kaspi et al. (2002) include 

both the vehicle loaded and empty travel time in the objective function. Lim et al. (2002) use 

the total vehicle travel time (including the loaded and empty vehicle travel and waiting time 

caused by congestion or vehicle interferences) as the objective function. Several authors use 

multiple objectives. Kim and Tanchoco (1993) consider the travel cost and the cost of each 

path segment. Chen et al. (1999) use the total vehicle travel time and the trip failure rate as 

performance measures for their model. Talbot (2003) uses the required number of vehicles 

and the guide-path length to measure the system performance. Generally, multi-criteria 

objective functions lead to a better solution quality. 

The next three sections review the design problem for the three most important guide-path 

systems in literature. The literature does not clearly indicate when and where a specific type 

should be selected, but based on the system requirements, characteristics of facilities and of 

each guide-path system, decision makers can select one of them for their system. 
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2.2 Conventional guide-path system 

A conventional guide-path system is a network of guide-paths connecting all workstations in 

a system that have transportation requirements. This network may contain junctions, 

intersections, and shortcuts. The conventional guide-path can be unidirectional or 

bidirectional. In the unidirectional guide-path system vehicles travel in only one direction of 

the guide-path. In the bidirectional system, both travel directions are possible. 

 

 Unidirectional guide-path system 

The unidirectional conventional guide-path system is very popular in practice, particularly in 

warehouses or distribution centers (Figure 1). Several authors (Gaskins and Tanchoco, 1987; 

Gaskins et al., 1989; Goetz and Egbelu, 1990; Kaspi and Tanchoco, 1990; Sinriech and 

Tanchoco, 1991; Kim and Tanchoco, 1993) formulate the guide-path design problem as a 0-1 

integer-programming (IP) model. These models decide the guide-path sections and their 

directions that minimize the total loaded vehicle travel distance. The size of the guide-path 

desogn IP model can be huge for practical problems. To speed up the solution procedure, 

Goetz and Egbelu (1990) focus on only the major flows between departments and Sinriech 

and Tanchoco (1991) consider only intersection nodes in their branch-and-bound algorithm.  

Ignoring the empty vehicle travel time is the main drawback of above models. Kaspi et al. 

(2002) propose an improved formulation of the model in Kaspi and Tanchoco (1990) by 

incorporating the empty vehicle travel in the objective function and reducing the number of 

binary variables.  Their formulation is illustrated below: 
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where N- number of entries in the from-to chart; flm- flow intensity from pick-up node l to delivery node m; 

dij- length of arc i-j (the distance from node i to an adjacent node j); Ylm- path length from node l to node m; 

Wml- flow intensity of empty vehicles from delivery station m to pick-up station l; Lijlm- loaded vehicle traffic 

intensity of l-m delivery path along arc i-j; Eijlm- empty vehicle traffic intensity of m-l delivery path along arc 

i-j; Zij = 1 if arc i-j is directed from node i to node j, = 0 otherwise; M- a large number. 
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The objective function is to minimize both the loaded and empty vehicle travel distance. The 

constraint set (1-4) ensures the connectivity of the network-flow. The constraint sets (5-7) 

and (8-11) ensures the flow feasibility of the network-flow. This is a mixed-integer (0-1) 

programming model, which is difficult to solve. 

They solve this model using a branch-and-bound depth-first search algorithm. The empty 

vehicle flow (Wml) is computed during the execution of the search algorithm by solving a 

transportation problem to distribute empty vehicles from the group of delivery stations to the 

group of pick-up stations to minimize the total distribution flow.  

Besides empty vehicle travel time, time lost caused by vehicle interference also impacts the 

quality of solutions. Lim et al. (2002) consider total vehicle travel, including the empty and 

loaded vehicle travel time and time lost caused by congestion and vehicle interference in the 

design model. They estimate the total vehicle travel time using the Q-learning technique (a 

process of learning how to match states with actions in order to maximize a numerical 

reward). They show that their results are superior to those of Kim and Tanchoco (1993). 

Obviously, the quality of their solution depends heavily on the accuracy of the travel time 

computed by the Q-learning process.  

A more complicated problem is tackled by Johnson and Brandeau (1993, 1994); Al-Sultan 

and Bozer (1998). Their models select path configuration and the P/D stations at a same time. 

Al-Sultan and Bozer (1998) use a simulated annealing heuristic to solve the guide-path 

design problem. In their paper, they also note that the model of Gaskins and Tanchoco (1987) 

may generate infeasible or non-optimal solutions. Johnson and Brandeau (1993, 1994) use the 

benefit of AGV systems and fixed cost of setting a pick-up/delivery (P/D) station as the 

objective function instead of total vehicle travel distances. Johnson and Brandeau (1993)’s 

model also determines the number of vehicles required to warrant a service level (expected 

time until a workstation is replenished from the central depot). The pool of vehicles is 

approximated by an M/G/c queuing system. They formulate the problem as a 0-1 IP model 

and solve it using a branch-and-bound algorithm.  

 

 Bidirectional guide-path system 

The conventional bidirectional guide-path is not popular in material handling systems, 

although it can result in a higher productivity than the corresponding unidirectional guide-

path system. The main reason is that the control problem in such systems becomes very 

complicated. This problem can be resolved by using dual unidirectional lanes. However, the 
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dual lanes system needs more space and is more costly. In literature, there are only few 

studies on the conventional bidirectional guide-path system (Egbelu and Tanchoco, 1986; 

Gaskins et al., 1989).  Egbelu and Tanchoco (1986) provide a guideline for design of single-

lane bidirectional guide-path systems. Gaskins et al. (1989) propose a model for a 

bidirectional guide-path system in which the travel distance and the number of lanes are 

minimized. The number and direction of lanes are decided in their model. The capacity of 

each lane and the maximum number of parallel lanes are given and fixed.  

Bidirectional guide-path systems are particularly used in systems where vehicle interference 

rarely happens rarely such as in tandem guide-path systems (section 2.4).  
 

2.3 Single-loop guide-path system 

The main difference between the single-loop and the conventional guide-path system is that 

in the single-loop layout, vehicles travel in only one loop without any shortcut or alternative 

routes (e.g. the loop in the left part of Figure 2). The travel mode in the single-loop system is 

usually unidirectional. Bidirectional traveling is possible but in this case vehicle interference 

is likely to happen. Vehicles in single-loop systems can be controlled by simple dispatching 

rules such as first-encountered-first-serve (FEFS), implying that an empty vehicle should pick 

up the first load it encounters. Tanchoco and Sinriech (1992) propose an optimal procedure to 

design a single-loop system. This procedure includes five components: 

(1) An IP formulation is used to find an initial valid loop (a valid single loop problem - VSLP) - a 

valid loop contains at least one segment for each department in the facility layout. 

(2) A procedure (find all single loops - FASL) enumerates all possible valid single-loop guide paths 

using a two-phase approach. The first phase creates new valid single loops by expanding the 

initial loop. The second phase generates more valid loops by contracting the last loop in the 

previous phase. 

(3) Loop-elimination rules are used to reduce the numbers of candidate loops (inferior loops are 

eliminated). 

(4) A model determines locations of pick-up and delivery stations for each department along a single-

loop path, by solving a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem (a single-loop station location 

problem - SLSLP). The objective is minimizing the total flow times in the system. 

(5) A lower bound calculation procedure computes lower bounds for candidate loops. Instead of 

solving the SLSLP problem for each valid single loop that is very time-consuming, this lower 

bound can help to eliminate some inferior loops quickly. 
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Their iterative algorithm involving of solving two 0-1 integer-programming (IP) models is 

very time consuming for realistic problems.  

Some other models and solution procedures for the single loop guide-path system design are 

proposed in Sinriech and Tanchoco (1993), Chen et al. (1999), and Asef-Vaziri et al. (2000). 

Chen et al. (1999) present a MIP model to design guide-paths for a single-loop dual rail 

(path) system (SLDR), a special class of the single-loop system. This system contains only 

one loop (single-loop), but vehicles use two parallel tracks. This model also captures the 

vehicle failure rate in the objective function, which is claimed to produce more reliable 

results. This SLDR problem was solved using CPLEX (an optimization package). An 

instance containing 13 P/D locations needs about 2hrs of computation time using CPLEX on 

a SPARC station 2. Asef-Vaziri et al. (2000) propose an alternative formulation to Tanchoco 

and Sinriech (1992) that has a smaller number of binary variables and considers a larger set 

of feasible integer solutions. Their formulation takes the design of a unidirectional single-

loop and the location of P/D stations into account at the same time.  

The throughput of the single-loop system drops slightly compared with the throughput of the 

conventional system (Tanchoco and Sinriech, 1992). To obtain the same throughput with the 

conventional system, the single-loop system needs more vehicles. Obviously, the single-loop 

system eliminates the inference problem at intersections (this system has no intersection at 

all). However, with multiple vehicles operating in the same loop, vehicle interference is still 

possible, since vehicles may have different operating speeds, etc. 

 

2.4 Tandem guide-path system 
 

Transfer point

P/D station
Transfer point

Transfer point

 
Figure 2 A tandem guide-path system with three zones (one loop and two segments) 
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The tandem guide-path system was first introduced by Bozer and Srinivasan (1991). The 

tandem guide-path system contains multiple zones. Only one vehicle serves each zone and 

transfer stations are used to interface between zones (Figure 2). In case zones are loops, we 

have a tandem-loop configuration. A number of non-overlapping single-loop paths provide 

transportation possibilities. In tandem guide-path systems, a job may require more than one 

vehicle to transport it to its destination. Vehicle blocking and interference problems are 

totally eliminated. Bozer and Srinivasan (1991) also propose an analytical model to study the 

throughput of a single vehicle loop. 

Bozer and Srinivasan (1992) introduce an algorithm based on a set-partitioning approach to 

decompose a system into non-overlapping, single-vehicle zones operating in tandem. The 

procedure starts by generating promising subsets of workstations. A vehicle must have 

enough capacity to serve a subset (with workload ω). After that, the feasibility of each subset 

is checked. These subsets (columns) are fed into a set-partitioning model, which is used to 

identify the best tandem layout. The set-partitioning model is given below:  
minimize  z  

subject to: 0p pz xω− ≥  ∀p (1) 1          (2)ip p
p

a x i= ∀∑         (3)p
p

x L=∑  

where xp = 1 if the column p is used in the final partition, = 0 otherwise; aip = 1 if workstation i is covered by 

column p and 0 otherwise; L- the desired number of zones (i.e. the number of vehicles) set by the analysis; ωp: 

the workload factor of the p-th column obtained from the previous phase.  

The first constraint ensures the workload in any zone does not exceed z  (maximum 

workload). The second constraint ensures that each workstation is assigned to only one 

column (zone) and the last constraint forces the resulting partition to have exactly L zones. 

The objective of the set-partitioning problem is to avoid generating bottleneck zones by 

evenly distributed the overall workload among the zones as much as possible. This model was 

solved using LINDO, however to solve big problems, a more efficient algorithm is proposed. 

In Bozer and Srinivasan (1992), a vehicle in the tandem guide-path system does not need to 

use FEFS, but it can use other dispatching rules as well. 

Huang (1997) introduces a variation of tandem configurations with an additional 

transportation center. This particular tandem configuration serves transportation jobs quicker 

and needs smaller number transfer stations between loops. However, the transportation center 

needs more space and requires higher investment. His procedure allocates a transfer point in 

each zone and constructs a transportation center to connect them for a given tandem system. 

Yu and Egbelu (2001) introduce a variable-path tandem system based on partitioning a 
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conventional guide-path into non-overlapping tandem zones. A dedicated vehicle serves each 

partition (sub-network) and additional transfer points provide interfaces between adjacent 

networks. Each sub-network is not necessarily a loop, so the dedicated vehicle has a greater 

flexibility in routing.  

Ross et al. (1996) compare the performance (AGV utilization, mean flow time, mean 

tardiness, mean percent tardy) of the tandem and conventional systems for specific 

configurations. They show that the tandem system performs as efficient as the conventional 

system. In comparison with the conventional system, the tandem system is simpler to control, 

has no congestion problem and is easier to expand. However, the tandem system requires 

additional transfer buffers which are costly and increase the handling time. This disadvantage 

may reduce the system throughput. The tandem system also has other disadvantages such as 

less tolerance to system failures. 

 

 The segmented guide-path system (segmented flow topology - SFT) 

Sinriech and Tanchoco (1995) describe a specific type of guide-path systems: the segmented 

flow topology (Figure 2). The SFT system contains one or more zones, each of which is 

separated into non-overlapping segments served by a single vehicle. Transfer buffers are 

situated at both ends of each segment and serve as interface devices between the segments 

(Figure 2). A SFT system may be not fully connected, depending on logical material flow 

requirements. Considering the SFT system carefully, it appears to be very similar to a general 

tandem system. Even in the case when the SFT system is not fully connected, we may 

interpret it as a combination of several tandem sub-systems. Sinriech and Tanchoco (1995) 

propose a procedure to solve the segmented flow-path layout design problem. According to 

their results, the SFT system outperforms the conventional system in many criteria. However, 

even a small problem requires a large amount of time to solve. In Sinriech and Tanchoco 

(1997), a more efficient procedure was developed for the SFT design problem, which can be 

implemented for real-life problems. The main disadvantage of the SFT system is that it 

requires additional transfer stations. 

 

To summarize this guide-path system section we describe some characteristics of guide-path 

systems in Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Table 2 A comparison of guide-path systems 
Features Conventional Single-loop Tandem 
Number of mutually exclusive 
zones 
 

One zone, fully 
connected system 

One zone, fully 
connected system 

Split system which retains 
connectivity through transfer 
buffers, can be non-connected 
for a special case (SFT) 

Number of vehicles per zones Multiple Multiple Single 
Operating with a bidirectional 
system 

Difficult Difficult Simple 

Traffic control Difficult Easy Easy 
Vehicle scheduling/ dispatching Complex scheduling/ 

dispatching system 
Simple  Simple  

Congestion (probability) High Low No 
Intermediate buffers required 
(to transfer loads between loops 
or transfer points) 

No No Yes 

Table 3 Advantages and disadvantages of guide-path systems 
Guide-path 

system Advantages Disadvantages 

 
Conventional 

- Flexible in routing 
- Efficiency achieved by utilizing 
alternative routes 
- Shorter travel distances 
- Tolerance to system failures 

- Complicated to control 
- Congestion, interference problems are likely to 
happen 
- Difficulty of expansion 

 
 
Single-loop 

- Simplicity of control 
- Congestion, blocking, interference 
problems are reduced in comparison 
with the conventional system 

- Less flexible in routing 
- Less tolerance to system failures 
- Vehicle blocking and interference are possible 
- Extra transport capacity needed 
- Longer travel for loads 
- Difficulty of expansion 

 
 
Tandem 

- No vehicle congestion and 
interference  
- Simplicity to control 
- Easy expansion 
- Effective use of the bidirectional path

- Additional transfer buffers are required 
- Restriction of one vehicle per zone 
- Less tolerance to system failures 
- Some loads are handled by more than one vehicles 
- Additional time is required to transfer loads at 
buffers 

 

Many modern AGV systems do not use fixed guide-paths (induction tracks). The guide-paths 

may, for example, be computer-programmed and uploaded to the vehicles’ controllers. These 

vehicles are free-ranging and find their way using optical (laser), magnetic, odometer, 

gyroscope, vision, or radio- frequency techniques (Tompkins et al., 2003). In order to make 

full use of the flexibility capabilities of such systems, smart AGVs are needed. The flexibility 

of changing guide-paths demands a capability to adapt the guide-path system satisfying new 

system requirements. In this case, obtaining the optimal guide-path system as a first objective 

becomes less important, however the system’s flexibility becomes crucial. 

An emerging problem in the guide-path design is selecting an appropriate type of guide-path 

system, but a guideline to select a suitable guide-path system is not available yet. The 
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conventional guide-path system can be seen regularly in warehouses and distribution centers 

(De Koster et al., 2004), the single-loop system is used, for example, in cross-dock centers. 

The tandem configuration may be more appropriate for manufacturing environments where 

workstations are grouped into manufacturing cells. 

 

3 Estimating the number of vehicles 

3.1 Single-load capacity vehicles 

The number of vehicles heavily influences the performance of AGV systems (Van der Meer, 

2000). AGVs are usually expensive, so determining types and the appropriate number of 

vehicles is important. For a tandem configuration, the required number of vehicles is equal to 

the number of zones, but for other guide-path systems this number has to be estimated. 

According to Egbelu (1987) there are three main factors affecting the required number of 

vehicles: (1) the guide path layout, (2) location of load transfer points and (3) vehicle 

dispatching strategies. He proposes four analytical models to calculate the number of vehicles 

based on several information sources such as the expected number of loaded trips between 

stations and the number of workstations in the facility. Using one of these models (model 4) 

Egbelu (1987) estimates the number of vehicles as:  

( ) ( )
1 1 1 1

60
n n n n

ij ij u l
i j i j

N D V f t t T t
= = = =

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= + × + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
∑∑ ∑∑   

with n- number of workstations; fij- expected number of loaded trips required between workstation i and 

workstation j during the period or shift; Dij- the estimated empty and loaded travel distance between stations i 

and j; T- length of the period of shift during which the fij exchange occur; V- average vehicle travel speed; tl- 

mean time to load a vehicle; tu- mean time to unload a vehicle; t- expected lost time by each vehicle during a 

time period of T due to battery change. 

Egbelu (1987) indicates that the first three models in his paper are normally over optimistic 

estimating the number of vehicles. The fourth model (described above) provides a reasonably 

good estimation in most cases except when the shortest-travel-distance first vehicle 

dispatching rule is used. The main factors that lead to difference results between models is 

the method of estimating the empty travel and time lost caused by blocking. Actually, Egbelu 

(1987) mentions the important role of dispatching rules in estimating the required number of 

vehicles, but he does not take it into account explicitly. Similar approaches are proposed by 

Maxwell and Muckstadt (1982), Mahadevan and Narendran (1993).  
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Since the dispatching rule has an important role in estimating the required number of 

vehicles, methods explicitly considering dispatching rules in the estimation model normally 

provide better results. Srinivasan et al. (1994) analyze a system using only one vehicle 

traveling under the modified-FCFS rule.  They extend the result for the multi-vehicle case, by 

approximating K-vehicles by a single vehicle traveling K-times faster. They gain a good 

approximation for vehicle statistics such as the fraction of time a vehicle travels empty and 

also for the required number of vehicles. The quality of their model deteriorates when the 

system requires a large number of vehicles. Shen and Kobza (1998) propose another 

analytical model to estimate the number of vehicles in light-traffic systems.  

Other analytical approaches estimating the required number of vehicles include: queuing 

models (Tanchoco et al., 1987; Talbot, 2003); statistical approach (Arifin and Egbelu, 2000); 

multi-criteria decision modeling (Sinriech and Tanchoco, 1992a) and network-flow modeling 

(Vis et al., 2001). The queuing model of Talbot (2003) estimates the number of vehicles to 

achieve a desired fill rate (the probability to have a vehicle available at a station to satisfy a 

request). The quality of estimation deteriorates in light-traffic systems, as it tends to 

overestimate the number of vehicles.  Vis et al. (2001) propose a network-flow formulation 

for determining the number of AGVs required at a semi-automated container terminal in 

which a job is a node and an arc(i,j) with capacity of one corresponds to a vehicle that can 

execute both jobs (i, j) in sequence, satisfying certain time-window restrictions. The 

minimum number of vehicles equals the minimum number of directed paths such that each 

node in the network is included in exactly one path. They also develop a polynomial time 

minimum-flow algorithm to solve the problem.  

 

3.2 Multi-load capacity vehicles 

The use of multi-load capacity vehicles can reduce the number of vehicles needed or increase 

the throughput of the system. A multi-load vehicle can pick up additional loads while 

transporting a previously assigned task. The use of multi-load vehicles can therefore reduce 

the amount of vehicles’ empty trip time and also the total distance traveled is likely to reduce. 

Bilge and Tanchoco (1997) demonstrate the effectiveness of using multi-load vehicles 

compared to unit-load vehicles. After experimenting using simulation, they conclude that 

using multi-load AGVs increases the system throughput, especially in case of high transport 

demand. Using simulation, Van der Meer and De Koster (1999) also show that multi-load 
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vehicles help to increase the system performance, especially, in the case where multiple loads 

can be picked up at one location. A disadvantage is that a more complex scheduling system is 

required.  

Using estimation models mentioned above, the estimated number of vehicles may 

considerably differ from the real vehicle requirements due to some impractical assumptions 

in the analytical models. Moreover, the number of vehicles is strongly affected by the 

dispatching rules used (Egbelu, 1987), traffic management, congestion and other factors. 

Therefore, the estimated number should be re-evaluated using a simulation model for specific 

operational conditions. 

 

4 Managing automated guided vehicle systems  

4.1 Vehicle scheduling system 

The vehicle scheduling system decides when, where and how a vehicle should act to perform 

tasks, including the route it should take. If all tasks are known prior to the planning period, 

the scheduling problem can be solved offline. However in practice, exact information about 

jobs (tasks) is usually known at a very late instant. This makes offline scheduling hardly 

possible. Therefore, online scheduling or dispatching systems are needed to control vehicles.  

 

4.1.1 Offline scheduling system 

In the offline case, all transportation requests are known in advance. The complete vehicle 

routes can be optimized and constructed before vehicles carry them out. A small change in 

job arrival time, a change in driving time (congestion), or failure of a vehicle may impact or 

even destroy the whole schedule. The scheduling problem in an AGV system is similar to the 

pick-up and delivery problem with time windows (PDPTW), which often has travel time 

minimization or minimizing the number of vehicles as objectives.  However, the vehicle 

scheduling problem in AGV systems has some characteristics differing from the PDPTW 

applied in a truck scheduling environment, such as higher traffic density, higher routing 

variation, shorter planning horizon due to stochastic load arrivals, vehicle interference and 

battery charging problems.  

The PDPTW problem is known to be NP-hard, so it is unlikely that we can find an algorithm 

to solve this type of problem in polynomial time. Due to this reason heuristics are the most 

appropriate approach to cope with this type of problem. Dumas et al. (1991) develop an exact 
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algorithm, which uses a column generation scheme with a constrained shortest-path as a sub-

problem, to solve the PDPTW. The objective is to minimize the sum of the total travel cost. 

Only homogeneous vehicles (that is of a single type) are considered. Savelsbergh and Sol 

(1995) provide a survey on the general pick-up and delivery problem (GPDP).  

In manufacturing environments, the vehicle schedule is affected by the machine schedule. 

Hence, in this type of environment, the scheduling system needs to have the capability to 

schedule both systems at the same time. Bilge and Ulusoy (1995) formulate the integrated 

scheduling problem of machines and the AGV system as a MIP formulation. Since the 

problem is very difficult to solve by an exact method, they propose a heuristic for the 

solution. The heuristic solves two scheduling problems (machines and AGVs) iteratively until 

a sufficiently good result is obtained. Ulusoy et al. (1997) improve the solution quality by 

using a genetic algorithm to solve the integrated scheduling problem.  

 

4.1.2 Online scheduling system 

In practice, environments are usually stochastic (job arrivals, the travel time, loading and 

unloading times fluctuate, vehicles can breakdown), so the schedule has to be adapted 

dynamically in time. Savelsbergh and Sol (1995) discuss several solution approaches for the 

dynamic PDPTW. The schedule of vehicles should be updated when new transportation 

request information arrives. An approach is to schedule vehicles using a rolling horizon in 

which vehicle routes are updated after a predetermined time period (time horizon). 

Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) develop a set-partitioning model for a real PDPTW a Dutch 

parcel carrier. They develop a branch-and-price algorithm to solve this problem dynamically. 

Yang et al. (2002) propose several policies to schedule vehicles dynamically. Their model 

(the truck-load pick-up-and-delivery problem with time windows) is described below: 
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where K- number of trucks (truck k is first available at time θk and at location ok); N- number of known 
demands; demand i required to move from a origin ai to a destination bi between time windows [ ,i iτ τ− + ], ti- 
service time at node i; C(a,b)- cost of empty travel between two points a and b = 1×D(a,b); D(a,b)- distance 
between two points a and b; ωi (= D(ai,bi))- required loaded distance to serve demand i; p- penalty coefficient; 
αωi- the lost revenue for rejecting demand i (α- a positive constant); 

( ) ( )0 0, , , , 1.. , 1..k k
i k i i k id D o a c C o a k K i N= = = = - distance and cost matrices for a truck k and a 

demand i; ( ) ( ), , , , 1.. , 1..ij i j ij i jd D b a c C b a j N i N= = = = - distance and cost matrices for other 

demands; T- a large number. The binary variable ,k K ix +  is to indicate whether truck k first serves demand i; 

,K i K jx + +  is to indicate whether there is a truck that serves demand i and demand j consecutively; ,k kx  = 1 

means that truck k serves no demand; and ,K i K ix + +  = 1 means that demand i is rejected. 

The objective is to minimize the total cost of processing all demands, which is a combination 

of the cost of empty travel distance, of penalty for delay, and of lost revenue due to loads 

rejected. Due to the constraints (1-3), the solution will constitute a feasible assignment. The 

constraints (4-5) disallow any cycle without a truck. The constraint (6) is a time-window 

constraint. This model can be seen as a model to schedule vehicles in an AGV system using 

unit-load vehicles.  For a real-time situation, this problem is solved every time a new request 

for service is received (they call this the “OPTUN” policy) and as a result, new assignments 

are made. This problem was solved using CPLEX. Since this problem is hard to solve for big 

instances, the input for the problem is restricted to a few known jobs. Other policies in their 

paper assign a new load to a vehicle based on a specific criterion such as total cost. They 

show for a test problem, that OPTUN outperforms simple policies. The OPTUN policy has 

limited applications since CPLEX cannot solve big instances. OPTUN also uses some 

probabilistic information of future jobs which certainly improve solution quality.  

Meersmans (2002) proposes a heuristic based on a beam-search algorithm to dynamically 

schedule AGVs at a container terminal. The quality of the schedule depends on the length of 

the planning horizon (the scheduling problem takes into account only known jobs during that 

time period) and the rescheduling frequency (the frequency at which the schedule is 

regenerated). He observes that the longer the planning horizon and the higher the frequency 

of rescheduling, the better the performance. Other vehicles assignment strategies have been 

proposed by Fleischmann et al. (2003) and Powell et al. (2000).  

 

4.1.3 Vehicle dispatching system 

Online dispatching rules are simple and can be easily adapted for automated guided vehicle 

management systems. The common objectives are minimizing load waiting time, maximizing 

system throughput, minimizing queue length, or guaranteeing a certain service level at 
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stations. There are two main types of online dispatching systems: decentralized and 

centralized systems.  

 

 Decentralized control system 

Decentralized control systems dispatch vehicles based on local information only. There is no 

system to coordinate between AGVs and the central control system. Traditionally, vehicle 

systems have been implemented and analyzed assuming that every vehicle is allowed to visit 

any P/D location in the system. One of the simplest implementations is one in which vehicles 

circulate in a unidirectional single-loop.  

Bartholdi III and Platzman (1989) study a decentralized heuristic to control AGVs in a simple 

loop. In their research, an AGV, which can carry up to three loads, travels in a simple 

unidirectional loop and transports loads according to the FEFS rule. With the FEFS rule, the 

AGV circulates a loop continuously. Whenever the vehicle has space available, it picks up 

the first load it encounters, which will then be delivered whenever the destination is reached. 

Sinriech and Tanchoco (1992b) provide another study that investigates the performance of 

single-loop systems. 

The smart vehicles mentioned in the introduction are modern examples of decentralized 

control vehicles. Berman and Edan (2002) propose a hierarchical, fuzzy behavior-based 

methodology to control a AGV system. Central knowledge about the system’s state is not 

available. Agents, representing the smart AGVs, collect the workstations’ statuses directly 

and dynamically decide their next task. Lindeijer (2003) also uses agent-technology to 

determine the best, conflict-free route an AGV can take (see section 4.4). The agent- 

technology becomes more and more important to control AGVs in intelligent manufacturing 

systems (Shen and Norrie, 1999). 

 

 Centralized control system 

In centralized control systems, a central controller keeps track of all movements regarding 

internal transport. All information related to vehicles such as pick-up and delivery locations, 

load-release times, vehicle positions and status, are stored in the controller’s database. The 

controller assigns loads to vehicles (or vice versa) according to specified rules. The 

centralized controller continuously communicates with vehicles to guide them. Depending on 

the ways in which transportation requests are assigned, the dispatching rules can be divided 

into two categories (Egbelu and Tanchoco, 1984): workstation-initiated (jobs at a workstation 
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have the priority to claim vehicles) and vehicle-initiated dispatching rules (vehicles have the 

priority to claim jobs). In this paper, we classify vehicle-dispatching rules as single-attribute, 

multi-attribute, hierarchical, look-ahead and pre-emption dispatching rules. 

Single-attribute dispatching rules 

Single-attribute dispatching rules dispatch vehicles based on one parameter/criterion only. 

Parameters can be travel distance (distance-based), queue length (workload-based), load 

waiting time (time-based), or other criteria such as a rule based on vehicle availability (by 

Talbot, 2003). 

Distance-based dispatching rules dispatch vehicles based on travel distances or travel times. 

This category includes rules such as shortest-travel-time(distance)-first (STT(D)F) or nearest-

work-station-first (NWF), and nearest-vehicle-first (NVF). According to the shortest-travel-

time-first (STTF) rule (Egbelu and Tanchoco, 1984), a vehicle is sent to the closest load to be 

transported. The closeness of a load can be defined in terms of travel time or distance. This 

rule leads to little empty travel time of vehicles, but is sensitive to the layout of load locations 

in the facility (Egbelu and Tanchoco, 1984; De Koster et al., 2004).  

Workload-based dispatching rules take queue sizes (or workloads of workstations) into 

account. In Egbelu and Tanchoco (1984) and Sabuncuoglu (1998), several queue-size rules 

are introduced, such as the maximum-outgoing-queue-size (MOQS) rule and the minimum-

remaining-outgoing-queue-space (MROQS) rule. The MOQS rule dispatches a vehicle to the 

workstation with the largest number of loads waiting to be picked up in its outgoing queue. 

MROQS dispatches vehicles to the workstation with the minimum remaining space in its 

outgoing queue. The aim of this rule is to reduce the possibility of queue overflowing or 

workstation blocking. In addition, several rules based on vehicle utilization (such as select the 

least utilized vehicle) are proposed by Egbelu and Tanchoco (1984) and Mahadevan and 

Narendran (1994).  

Time-based dispatching rules dispatch vehicles based on jobs’ waiting time. These rules 

include the first-come-first-served (FCFS) rule and two modified first-come-first-served rules 

(MFCFS, MODFCFS) (see Egbelu and Tanchoco, 1984; Srinivasan et al., 1994). Under the 

MFCFS rule, a station places only one move request at a time, so it can have at most one 

“active” move request. The MODFCFS rule differs from the MFCFS rule as it attempts to 

reduce unnecessary empty travel time by allowing the vehicle to override the FCFS rule 

whenever it finds an unassigned move request at the destination point. Yamashita (2001) 

provides an analytical analysis of AGV systems using FCFS dispatching policies.  
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De Koster et al. (2004) have carried out extensive simulation experiments with several 

commonly used dispatching rules such as NVF, for three real cases. They experimented with 

different operating conditions for AGV systems and point out that for environments where 

the queue space is critical, the distance-based dispatching rules (NWF, NVF) outperform 

other rules. However, when it is not the case, the time-based (MODFCFS) or workload-based 

dispatching rules might perform better. 

Multi-attribute dispatching rules 

Multi-attribute dispatching rules dispatch vehicles using more than one parameter (Klein and 

Kim, 1996; Hwang and Kim, 1998; Jeong and Randhawa, 2001). In general they outperform 

single-attribute dispatching rules. Klein and Kim (1996) propose several multi-attribute 

dispatching rules that are based on the multi-criteria decision making approach. Hwang and 

Kim (1998) propose a multi-attribute dispatching rule based on the bidding concept. Jeong 

and Randhawa (2001) propose multi-attribute dispatching rules that use three parameters: 

vehicle empty travel distance, remaining spaces in input buffers and remaining spaces in 

outgoing buffers to decide which load should be transported by a vehicle. They use an 

additive waiting model to compute weights for member parameters. A neural network was 

used to dynamically adjust the parameters’ weights reflecting changes in the system. 

According to their results, a simple multi-attribute dispatching rule with a good set of weights 

might perform very well and is better in many cases than a multi-attribute dispatching rule 

with dynamically adjusted weights. Jeong and Randhawa (2001) have done a quite extensive 

simulation study, however only one layout was used in their experiments. 

Hierarchical dispatching rules 

This type of dispatching rules is typical for manufacturing systems where the added value of 

a part during the manufacturing process is taken into account when the dispatching decision 

has to be made. Sabuncuoglu and Hommertzheim (1992) use a dynamic dispatching 

algorithm for scheduling machines and AGVs in a flexible manufacturing system (FMS).  In 

their algorithm, different decision criteria are applied sequentially to identify the most 

appropriate part and the machine to be served. They identify four hierarchical logic levels: 

push logic, buffer logic, pull logic and push-pull logic. At each logic level, some priority 

rules are applied to select the part and the machine. Their algorithm performs quite well 

compared with simpler dispatching rules. Similar approaches have been proposed for 

scheduling AGVs in FMS by Yim and Linn (1993), Taghaboni (1997) and Tan and Tang 

(2001). Kim et al. (1999) introduce a hierarchical rule based on workload balancing. At the 
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first level, the jobs are prioritized and at the second level a vehicle is assigned to the job with 

the highest priority. A complex priority index based on workload balancing among machines 

(dominant factor) and the urgency of jobs is defined.  

Dispatching rules using a look-ahead period, or vehicle reassignment (pre-emption) 

Bozer and Yen (1996) introduce two dispatching rules that consider reassignment of moving 

vehicles. These are modified shortest-travel-distance-first (MOD STTF) and bidding-based 

device dispatching (B2D2). The MOD STTF rule is similar to the STTF rule in the sense that 

it assigns empty vehicles to move requests based on the proximity of the vehicle and the load 

location, and each vehicle has only one request at a time. The difference is that an empty 

vehicle may be reassigned to another move request or an empty vehicle may “release” 

another empty vehicle. If a vehicle travels “uncommitted” to its assigned destination, it may 

be reassigned to a new arrival request according to some specific conditions (Bozer and Yen, 

1996). To some extent, the B2D2 rule is similar to the MOD STTF rule, but it is much more 

complicated. Using a quite extensive simulation study (four layouts and a large set of 

experimental conditions) Bozer and Yen (1996) show that MOD STTF and B2D2 perform 

much better than STTF.  

Look-ahead dispatching rules use some advance information about loads to be available 

shortly to dispatch vehicles (Mantel and Landeweerd, 1995). De Koster et al. (2004) improve 

the AGV system performance using dispatching rules with prior information on the 

availability of loads. They experiment with several widely used dispatching rules (NWF, 

MODFCFS etc.) with and without pre-arrival information.  According to their simulation 

experiments, a very short look-ahead period has significant positive effects on the system 

performance.  

Table 4 A guideline for selecting an appropriate vehicle scheduling system 
Criteria 

 
Guide-path system 

Ability of SFC* 
system to deal with 

complicated 
controllers 

Degree of 
stochasticity  

of jobs’ arrivals 

 
Job density 

Single 
loop 

Tan-
dem 

Conven-
tional Yes No No Low Medium High Low High 

D D S/ D S/ D D S(off) S(on) S(on)/ D S(on)/D S (r)/ D S/D(r)  
* SFC: Shop floor control; D: dispatching; S: scheduling; on: online; off: offline; r: recommended. 

Table 4 presents a guideline for designers to choose a suitable vehicle scheduling system for 

implementation. Vehicles in simple guide-path systems (single-loop, tandem) can be 
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dispatched using simple dispatching rules without reducing the system performance. In 

practice, the available SFC system may not have the capability to deal with a complicated 

controller. In this case, a scheduling system that requires more information and advanced 

monitoring systems may not be applicable. In highly stochastic environments, it is impossible 

to schedule vehicles over a long horizon, so dispatching rules might be a better option in this 

case. In case of a high job density, vehicles are busy most of the time so implementing a 

complicated scheduling system will not be very helpful.  

Because of their simplicity, vehicle dispatching rules are easy to implement. However, as 

indicated by Yang et al. (1999) and Meersmans (2002), dynamic vehicle scheduling is often 

more efficient. Meersmans (2002) also indicates that dynamic vehicle scheduling has the 

capability of taking other factors such as co-ordination between different transportation 

means in facilities into account.  

Another issue, which has to be considered in the scheduling, is vehicle parking. Most 

scheduling problems suppose that vehicles can stay at the load’s pick-up/drop-off locations, 

however this is not true in some AGV systems.  Hence, vehicle parking problem should also 

be included in the vehicle scheduling problem. This is considered in the next section.  

 

4.2 Vehicle positioning strategy 

Vehicle idleness is unavoidable in automated guided vehicle systems. Rather than forcing 

vehicles to return to the vehicle depot, it is better to park vehicles at locations (vehicle home 

locations or dwell points) that are closer to load-release locations than the vehicle depot. Two 

main strategies for idle-vehicle positioning (parking) are static and dynamic strategies. 

 

4.2.1 Static vehicle positioning strategy 

Vehicle parking locations should be selected to minimize the vehicle response time to new 

movement requests or to evenly distribute idle vehicles over the network. Several positioning 

strategies are proposed in literature (Egbelu, 1993; Van der Meer, 2000). Four major 

approaches are: 

Central-zone positioning rule: a certain parking area in the vehicle network has been designated for 

buffering idle vehicles. This area can be close to stations with a high probability of a load transport 

request, or at battery- recharge or fuel stations. 

Circulatory-loop positioning rule: one or more cruising loops are defined for idle vehicles. When a 

vehicle becomes idle, it travels one of the loops until a transport order is received. 
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Drop-off point positioning rule: a vehicle remains at the point of the last delivery job until it is 

reassigned. 

Distributed-positioning rule: a distributed-positioning rule employs multiple dwell points as 

opposed to a single point, as in the central zone case. When a vehicle becomes idle, it is routed to 

one of the dwell points. 

Most literature that discusses dwell-point strategies for automated guided vehicle systems, 

involves selecting home locations of vehicles in a single-loop. A common approach in 

finding home locations of vehicles in a single-loop is translating the loop layout into a 

circular layout and after this step all following calculations are based on angular positions. 

Two other approaches use Markov chain theory (Kim and Kim, 1997) and network flow 

modeling (Hu and Egbelu, 2000). Egbelu (1993) uses the circular layout conversion to search 

for the best home locations for idle vehicles. He proposes four models and solution methods: 

for a single vehicle in a unidirectional loop and in a bidirectional loop, and for multiple 

vehicles in a unidirectional loop and in a bidirectional loop. The objective of the model is to 

minimize the maximum response time of the idle vehicles. The objective function of the 

simplest case (single vehicle, unidirectional loop) is stated as: 
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where αi : angular location of the ith workstation; β : angular location of the vehicle; R = C/3600 (C: the total 

length or perimeter of a guide-path that describes the loop) ; V: the average speed of the vehicle; Xi = 1 if  αi ≥ 

β, = 0 otherwise. 

According to Egbelu (1993), the optimal home location of a vehicle in the unidirectional loop 

coincides with the location of a workstation and the optimal home location of a vehicle in the 

bidirectional loop lies at the midpoint of an arc. Based on these characteristics and the traffic 

flow of the system, Egbelu proposes several algorithms to find the optimal location for idle 

vehicles. He also indicates that it is extremely difficult to control multiple vehicles in the 

bidirectional loop. Kim (1995) proposes a similar approach to minimize the mean response 

time for a pick up call and a single parking place policy is used. Gademann and Van de Velde 

(2000) consider the problem of positioning m AGVs in a loop layout with n stations. They 

provide an overview of time complexities for uni-directional and bidirectional flow systems 

and show that criteria like maximum response time and average response time can be 

minimized in polynomial time for any number of vehicles. Lee and Ventura (2001) propose a 

polynomial-time dynamic-programming algorithm that determines the optimal dwell-points 

of idle AGVs for both unidirectional and bidirectional loop layouts. The objective is 
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minimizing the mean response time. Their algorithm decomposes the set of pick-up stations 

into subsets so that a single vehicle serves all stations in a subset. 

Hu and Egbelu (2000) propose network-flow based models for selecting the optimal parking 

locations for idle vehicles in a unidirectional network (not necessarily to be a loop). The 

objectives are minimizing the maximum response time and minimizing the mean response 

time. A formulation with the non-linear objective function is presented below (Hu and 

Egbelu, 2000): 

minimize { }{ }max ,∀i j ij ijd y  (minimization of maximum system response time) 
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where xi : = 1 if node i is selected as a dwell point, = 0 otherwise; yij = 1 if dwell point i serves pick-up station 

j, = 0 otherwise; m: the number of pick-up stations; n: the number of vehicles; N: the number of possible dwell 

points; dij: a shortest distance matrix of the modified network (obtained from the origin network after applying 

the network reconfiguration procedure) which is free from convergent nodes. 

This formulation is then transformed into a MIP model by replacing the objective function 

with expressions: (min Z, s.t. ij ijd y Z≤ ). Two solution procedures, one exact and one 

heuristic, are proposed to solve the problem. The exact method solves a sequence of set 

covering problems. After finding the optimal locations for vehicles they present a six-steps 

procedure to distribute vehicles among dwell points. For minimizing the mean response time, 

a linear integer program is given. This model formulation is similar to the formulation of the 

p-median problem and solved using a branch-and bound-method. After finding the optimal 

dwell points, vehicles are distributed by the same procedure used for the previous case.  

 

4.2.2 Dynamic vehicle positioning strategy 

When pick up demands at the stations change over time, the home locations of vehicles may 

need to be changed. In order to adapt to this situation some dynamic procedures for selecting 

dwell points are proposed. Kim (1995) adapts his static algorithms to cope with the dynamic 

situation. Kim’s algorithm bases on the calculation of the contribution of each segment on the 

circular layout to the mean angular travel distance. Chang and Egbelu (1996) propose 

dynamic algorithms to select the home location of a single vehicle in the unidirectional and 

bidirectional loop. They show that, in a very busy system, the performance is independent of 
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the dwell point selection rules. Hu and Egbelu (2000) extend their algorithms to the situation 

where the pick-up demands change over time in a non-uniform manner. Their method 

requires an accurate update of load pick-ups remaining at each station at event times. When 

the ratio of remaining load pick-ups changes, the idle-vehicle positioning problem has to be 

solved again. Their algorithm applies for minimizing both the maximum response time and 

the mean response time. 

Most studies in this area concentrate on loop layouts only. The research by Hu and Egbelu 

(2000) is the only one that takes conventional layouts into account. In practice, companies 

may define fixed parking locations, because vehicles may or can only park in certain areas. 

These areas can be defined for safety reasons, to avoid congestion, to allow a change of 

drivers, to recharge the vehicle’s battery, etc. and impose constraints on the idle vehicle 

positioning problem. Such practical issues are often overlooked or omitted in theoretical 

models of automated material handling systems. 

 

4.3 Battery management 

Although battery management is important for vehicle management, the battery management 

problem is usually omitted in research. Naturally, vehicles have to be charged after a certain 

operating period, but most research on automated material handling systems assumes that the 

battery problem has little effect on performance. However, in reality there is a potential 

impact on performance as vehicles with nearly empty batteries are unavailable for the 

process, even if swap batteries are used. Battery swapping can only be carried out at specific 

locations, so vehicles are temporarily unavailable. This means that either additional vehicles 

are needed or load-waiting times increase. According to McHaney (1995), the batteries’ 

constraints can only be omitted under some circumstances: systems with naturally occurring 

breaks, or shift changes coinciding with battery swapping or charging, systems with ample 

amounts of idle time, and systems where charging can be regulated and insured to take place 

without impacting system operation. McHaney (1995) presents three types of charging 

schemes: (1) opportunity charging - uses the natural idle time in an AGV’s cycle to replenish 

batteries, (2) automatic charging - an AGV runs until its battery is depleted to a certain level 

and then the scheduler assigns this AGV for charging, (3) combination system - this is a 

combination of the previous two.  
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Ebben (2001) suggests several heuristic rules for dispatching vehicles, which need to be 

charged. It is possible to send vehicles to the nearest battery station, farthest reachable battery 

station on the current route, etc. In addition, we also have to consider the capacity of the 

battery charging stations (are there sufficient charging positions for vehicles), and the 

vehicle’s next job, so we can add some other rules, such as go to the battery station closest to 

the vehicle’s next job. 

The problem of estimating the number of batteries required is also important. The required 

number of batteries strongly depends on the chosen battery type (Ebben, 2001). Ebben (2001) 

also shows that the required number of battery changes largely depends on the net capacity of 

the battery and less on the number of battery stations. He also proposes a cost trade-off 

analysis to help the designer to choose the battery’s type, the number and position of battery 

stations.  

Another issue here is how to select locations for battery-charging stations. They have to be 

located to minimize battery-charging effects on the system operation. In practice, battery 

stations often coincide with the vehicle parking locations to save spaces and use the positions 

for opportunity charging. The vehicle’s battery charging scheme should also be considered 

explicitly when vehicles are scheduled for operations. These issues are not considered in the 

literature at this stage. 

 

4.4 Vehicle routing and conflict resolution 

At the operational decision level, the vehicle routing and conflict resolution problem has to 

be addressed. Scheduling and routing the vehicles in internal transport systems without 

conflict is very important. A conflict may cause the whole system to collapse or to become 

blocked. Many causes can lead to a deadlock situation, i.e. when two vehicles arrive at the 

same intersection from different guide-path segments and cannot proceed without 

interference. There are several ways to avoid deadlock and conflict in automated guided 

vehicle systems for example using a better routing algorithm, using single-loop, tandem or 

SFT configurations; identification of imminent collision through forward sensing and 

consequently avoiding this through vehicle backtracking and/or rerouting; imposing zone 

control and extensive route pre-planning. 
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4.4.1 Vehicle routing  

The vehicle scheduling and routing problems are closely related and should be addressed 

concurrently. In tandem systems, the routing problem is very simple, but in conventional 

systems, it is more complicated. In the scheduling section (4.1), we supposed that a vehicle 

could reach its destination without blocking. However, to avoid blocking, the vehicle routing 

needs to be taken into account as well. Kim and Tanchoco (1991) propose an algorithm based 

on Dijkstra’s shortest-path method to schedule vehicles based on the nodes’ time windows. 

This approach produces a conflict-free schedule. However, as noted by the authors, a small 

change in the schedule may destroy it completely. Taghaboni and Tanchoco (1995) introduce 

an incremental route planning and scheduling algorithm. Other approaches are introduced in 

Rajotia et al. (1998b) and Qiu and Hsu (2001). More details about the vehicle routing issue 

can be found in Qiu et al. (2002). 

 

4.4.2 Conflict resolution  

 Balancing the system workload 

When machines in a manufacturing system or the P/D locations in a distribution center have 

only little space for load buffering, the system might be blocked by buffers overflowing. 

Possible reasons include insufficient buffering capacity or an inappropriate scheduling 

(dispatching) system. To cope with the first problem, a central buffer may be introduced to 

solve the temporary blocking problem. Kim et al. (1999) show that the central buffer has an 

important influence on the system performance. The second problem can be solved by 

applying workload-related dispatching rules (Egbelu and Tanchoco, 1984; Mahadevan and 

Narendran, 1994; Kim et al., 1999).  

 

 Forward sensing 

AGVs can be equipped with sensors which they can use to detect if they are too close to other 

vehicles (Zeng et al., 1991). A vehicle stops when the distance between it and the vehicle in 

front of it, is less than a threshold value. This technique however is not effective for systems 

with many curved guide-paths. Zeng et al. (1991) use Petri nets to detect conflicts in AGV 

systems. A Petri-net approach seems to be a promising direction to detect and prevent 

conflicts in AGV systems (Zeng et al., 1991; Hsieh and Kang, 1998). 

 

 Control the traffic at intersections 
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Routing vehicles through intersections is a key issue in the conflict resolution. Egbelu and 

Tanchoco (1986) develop an algorithm to route vehicles through an intersection without 

conflict. Their model assumes that all nodes have buffers, that the buffers are of infinite 

capacity and the time required for a vehicle to steer into and out of the buffer is small 

compared to the overall travel time required. Also in their paper, several types of buffering 

areas for vehicles in transit are designed. They include “loop”, “siding” and “spur” designs. 

The buffering areas provide space to avoid the blocking situation at intersections. The main 

idea in the deadlock resolution at an intersection is to buffer selected vehicles and gradually 

resolve conflicts. Evers and Koppers (1996) introduce the concept of “semaphore” as an 

abstraction of a traffic light to control vehicles at intersections. The number of vehicles 

controlled by a semaphore cannot exceed a specified maximum, which is called the capacity 

of the semaphore. A semaphore, in their paper, is a non-negative integer variable (S), with the 

interpretation of free capacity, on which two operations are defined: “Wait” and “Signal”. 

Operation “Wait” is executed when a vehicle arrives at the protected facility, whereas 

“Signal” is executed when the vehicle leaves the protected facility.  

 

 Zone planning  

Zone planning is an important method to avoid deadlock. There are two types of zoning 

systems: static zoning and dynamic zoning. In case of a static zoning, the guide-paths are 

divided into several zones. When a vehicle arrives at a zone, the controller checks for the 

presence of another vehicle in this zone. If a vehicle is already traveling in this zone, then the 

vehicle intended to enter that zone has to wait until the other has passed. In case of a dynamic 

zoning strategy, zones are not fixed; they can be changed according to the traffic flow in the 

system. Ho (2000) presents a dynamic-zone strategy for vehicle-collision prevention. His 

method relies on two procedures: the Zone Adjustment Procedure and the Zone Assistance 

Procedure. With the Zone Adjustment Procedure, the area of each zone changes according to 

the current production demand. The Zone Assistance Procedure allows vehicles to help each 

other so that the workload of every vehicle is balanced over time. Reveliotis (2000) proposes 

a zone control strategy that determines vehicle routes incrementally, one zone at a time. 

Routing decisions are the results of a sequence of safety and performance considerations, 

with the former being primarily based on structural/ logical rather than timing aspects of the 

system behavior.  

In general, the conflict resolution task is much simpler in systems using smart AGVs, since 

smart AGVs can handle most parts of collision avoidance tasks. 
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5 A decision framework for AGV systems’ design and implementation 

Our literature review sketches a hierarchical structure for AGV systems’ design and 

implementation decisions. Figure 3 summarizes these decisions. Decision at a higher level set 

the boundary conditions for decisions at a lower hierarchical level which are taken later. 

  

Guide-path design decision (section 2)

Vehicle
scheduling

decision
(section 4.1)

Vehicle
requirement

decision
(section 3)

Vehicle parking
policy decision
(section 4.2)

Battery
management

decision
(section 4.3)

Vehicle routing
decision

(section 4.4.1)

Conflict
resolution
decision

(section 4.4.2)

Strategic level

System data and
requirements

Operational levelTactical level

 
Arrows indicate interactions between decisions: thick, thin, and dash arrows mean strong, less strong, 
and possible less strong influences. 

Figure 3 The decision framework for design and implementation of AGV systems 

The design process requires input data such as facility layout and performance requirements 

in order to start. The first step at strategic level is designing the guide-path system. After this 

step, we consider issues at tactical level including estimating the number of required vehicles, 

scheduling vehicles, deciding the parking policy, and designing the battery management 

scheme. Decisions at tactical level influence each other and should be considered 

simultaneously. These decisions may also influence the guide-path design decision 

(represented by dash arrows in Figure 3), particularly in case free-ranging or smart AGVs are 

used. At operational level, we need to design a system to guide vehicles to their destination 

without conflict.  

 

6 Conclusions and further research 

In this paper, we have discussed several key issues in AGV system design and 

implementation. These issues include guide-path design, estimating the required number of 
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vehicles, vehicle scheduling (dispatching), idle vehicle positioning, battery management, 

vehicle routing, and conflict resolution. For every decision problem we have reviewed 

important literature and have classified decision problems.  

The first important issue when designing AGV systems is guide-path design. In general, we 

can divide guide-path systems into three categories: conventional, single-loop and tandem 

systems. Each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages (Table 3) and is suitable for 

specific applications.  

Next important issue is estimating the required number of vehicles. Main vehicle estimating 

models include travel time (Maxwell and Muckstadt, 1982), queueing (Tanchoco et al., 

1987), regression (Arifin and Egbelu, 2000) and network (Vis et al., 2001) models. Obtaining 

a good estimation of the vehicle empty travel under some good dispatching rules is the key 

problem here.  

Another issue is how to manage an AGV system efficiently. This issue includes several sub- 

issues: vehicle scheduling, idle vehicle positioning, battery-charging, vehicle routing and 

conflict resolution. In practice, online scheduling and dispatching systems are much more 

popular than offline scheduling due to the stochastic nature of AGV systems. Generally, 

online scheduling systems perform better than simple dispatching systems (Yang et al., 

1999), however they are much more complex. The scheduling system also decides which 

route a vehicle should take to reach its destination without collisions. In cases where vehicle 

blocking and interference problems are likely, we need a good conflict resolution system. In 

addition, to better serve future jobs, the controller should guide idle vehicles to strategic 

parking locations. Vehicles are usually located in such a way that the mean or maximum 

response time of new requests is minimized. Most authors neglect AGV battery management 

problems. In the case of long travel distances, the battery charging becomes an issue and 

needs to be considered as well. 

 

Suggestions for further research 

Several future research subjects have been proposed in the previous sections. Here we repeat 

the most promising future research directions. 

• In section 2, we have seen three main types of guide-path systems. It is important to know 

when and where we should choose a specific guide-path system. In addition, the 

bidirectional guide-path system has not received much attention, in spite of the fact that it 

can improve the system performance (Egbelu and Tanchoco, 1986).  
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• For estimating the required number of vehicles, obtaining a better estimation of the 

vehicle empty travel and time lost caused by vehicle interference under some good 

dispatching rules is still an important issue. 

• Bilge and Tanchoco (1997) show that using multi-load vehicles improves the system 

throughput. In literature, there are only few studies considering multi-load AGV systems 

(Sinriech and Palni, 1998; Sinriech and Kotlarski, 2002; Van der Meer and De Koster, 

1999). Multi-load vehicles are expensive, but can lead to a substantial throughput 

increase, depending on the quality of the scheduling system. This leaves ample room for 

future research.  

• Smart AGVs become more and more popular in practice. They change the importance of 

some design and implementation issues in AGV systems. For example, obtaining an 

optimal guide-path system is less crucial, but the flexibility of layout and system 

adaptation for future demands might be more important. In addition, agent-like smart 

AGVs use decentralized control in a more efficient way than just applying FEFS 

dispatching. Still, there are very few studies related to designing and dispatching smart 

AGV systems, which clearly gives an important research direction. 

• Intelligent manufacturing systems (IMS) using intelligent machines and smart AGVs 

become increasingly important in practice. In such systems, machines and AGVs can act 

as intelligent agents. These agents have advanced capabilities such as self-learning lead to 

adaptiveness and responsiveness capabilities of IMS. Holonic manufacturing system 

(HMS) is an example of such IMS (Shen and Norrie, 1999). However, more research is 

still needed to improve performance of IMS and smart AGV agents. 

 

We have pointed out several fruitful issues for future research. These issues certainly have an 

important impact on improving the AGV system’s performance. Besides these issues, 

researchers should pay attention to other issues such as battery management, positioning idle 

vehicles and conflict resolution as well. 
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